Gale Primary Sources
Start at the source.

The Times

Digital Archive

The Times is one of the most cited newspapers in the world, and holds immense value as
a historical resource for researchers in diverse subject areas. The Times Digital Archive
provides access to the full run of one of the world’s most important newspapers, with an
unrivalled reputation for covering national and global news.

Various source media, The Times Digital Archive

EMPOWER RESEARCH
™

SEARCH AND VIEW EVERY PAGE OF THE WORLD’S
“NEWSPAPER OF RECORD”
Read by both world leaders and the general public, since its creation in 1785 readers have turned to The Times for its
in-depth, award-winning coverage. Although based in the UK, it has reported extensively on international events for over
225 years, alongside its coverage of national news. Over the last century, it provides a counterpoint to other emerging rival
newspapers, especially the Daily Mail, which focused on the “everyman” (and woman). In the past few decades The Times
has expanded its sports and cultural coverage through an increase in weekend supplements, as well as an increased page
count of individual issues.

KEY STATISTICS
Number of articles

Number of issues

Earliest document

Latest document

Over 12 million

Over 1.4 million

1785

2012*
* Each year, this archive recieves an update, adding another year of content.

LONG-RANGE COVERAGE

Research perspectives and opinions before many other newspapers were founded, giving a broader and longer ranging
insight into mass media representations of history

NOT JUST THE NEWS

Provides access to supplements and magazines, broadening research opportunities into wider subject areas, ranging
from (but not limited to) arts and culture to sports and property

AN INFLUENTIAL VOICE

See how different target markets effect journalistic styles, the presentation of stories, and what was considered “news”

CROSS-SEARCH FOR NEW CONNECTIONS

This archive is cross-searchable with other Gale Primary Sources collections, opening new avenues for digital humanities
scholarship and uncovering new and innovative research

A MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESOURCE

FEATURES AND TOOLS

• Arts and Culture

Term Frequency
See the frequency of search terms within a content set
to begin assessing interactions and how they developed
over time.

• Business and Economics
• Politics and International Relations
• Science and Technology
• Social History

Term Clusters
Developing research topics by identifying and organising
frequently occurring themes, and revealing hidden
relationships between search terms.
Text & Data Mining
At request, Gale will deliver data and metadata
associated with the collection for use in data mining and
textual analysis, supporting the digital humanities.

LEARN
MORE

For more information or to request a free
trial, please visit gale.com/uncovertimes

